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the Spanish edition of A. Leo Oppenheim’s Ancient Mesopotamia, a brief note about Middle 
Assyrian merchants, and a lengthy review of Monika Hölscher’s book on Kassite personal 
names in published texts from Nippur; the latter will appear in Archiv für Orientforschung. 

——————————

Peter Dorman

Peter Dorman was invited to give a series of lectures at Macquarie University in Sydney in 
August 2001 as part of a symposium on the reign of Hatshepsut, presented jointly with Gay 
Robins of Emory University. Similar programs were given at Adelaide and at Monash Univer-
sity in Melbourne, and in all these cities he was able to visit the surprisingly fine and varied 
Egyptian collections that have been amassed Down Under. In April 2002 he also moderated 
one of the sessions of the Chicago-Johns Hopkins Theban workshop, held in Baltimore for 
this its fourth year, the theme of which was devoted to “Thebes in the Late Period.”

An article on a block in the Oriental Institute, entitled “The Biographical Inscription of 
Ptahshepses from Saqqara: A Newly Identified Fragment,” forthcoming in the Journal of 
Egyptian Archaeology, matches this piece to the mastaba facade of the High Priest of Ptah 
Ptahshepses at the British Museum and reconsiders the biography of this high official and 
the chronology of the end of the Fourth Dynasty in light of contemporary documents. Two 
other contributions were finalized as well: an article on “Family Burial and Commemoration,” 
to appear later this year in the proceedings of a British Museum symposium on the Theban 
necropolis; and a chapter entitled “The Early Reign of Thutmose III: an Unorthodox Mantle 
of Coregency,” to be included in a new volume on the reign of Thutmose III. During the past 
year he completed his commitments as a reviewer and contributor to the on-line listings on 
Egyptian history and religion for the Encyclopedia Britannica.

Dorman has now turned to a long-delayed project, the publication of the excavation records 
of the Metropolitan Museum’s Egyptian Expedition at Sheikh Abd el Qurna in western The-
bes. The volume, which is a companion book to his earlier work on the funerary complex of 
Senenmut, is devoted to the intact burials and hillside deposits discovered on the slopes below 
Senenmut’s tomb chapel, including the burial chamber of his parents, Ramose and Hatnofer, 
the objects of which are presently shared between Cairo and New York.

——————————

Walter Farber

Walter Farber started the academic year on a very pleasant note. Having been invited to the 
Netherlands’ Institute of Advanced Studies in Wassenaar, he joined an international group 
of historians of medicine, classicists, and Assyriologists in a colloquium called “Rationality 
and Irrationality in Babylonian and Greek Medicine.” He presented a paper on the concept 
of contagiousness, combining evidence from Old Babylonian letters (mostly from the royal 
archives of Mari) and later ritual texts. His presentation entitled “How to Marry a Disease: 
Epidemics, Contagion, and a Magic Ritual Against the Hand of the Ghost” led to a lively 
discussion of an otherwise often overlooked aspect of “rationality” in Mesopotamian science 
and is going to be published in the proceedings of the symposium. Otherwise, Wassenaar 
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